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Central pain mechanisms are deeply embodied in the psychophysical problem of pain. They are located in
the brain and spinafcordand are becoming increasingly recognised as playing a major role in the generation
and ·maintenance of pain and disability associated with neuromusculoskeletal problems.
Central mechanisms participate in all pain states, acute and chronic. They are universally influenced by
psychological and physical factors, whether ornota specific pathology can be identified. Misconceptions are
that manual therapy operates on peripheral mechanisms without influencing the central ones and that when
a central problem exists, psychological management is preferable. In reality, as key players in the healing
process, central mechanisms are profoundly affected by manual therapy even when it is directed at a
peripheral problem. Treatment of peripheral mechanisms can be performed through central techniques
because both peripheral and central mechanisms are always part of the same clinical problem.
Consequently, manual therapy must change its mindsetfrom a peripheralist standpoint and integrate central
mechanisms into clinical practice as a means of improving therapeutic efficacy and to prevent the descent of
acute pain into chronic. [Shacklock MO (t999)= Centralpaln mechanisms: A new horizon in manual
therapy. Australian JournaJof Physiotherapy 45: 83-92]
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Introduction
Manual therapy and physiotherapy alike are currently
at a crossroad in the treatment of pain and disability.
With rising costs and reducing funds, more and more
pressure is coming to bear on our profession to
effectively establish causes and cures for
musculoskeletal problems. The role of the central
nervous system (CNS) in the production of pain and
disability associated with the neuromusculoskeletal
system is becoming increasingly recognised, to the
extent that manual therapy can take advantage of new
pain sciences knowledge as a means of achieving
better therapeutic efficacy. In this paper, the role of
central pain mechanisms and their potential as an
integral and expanding part of manual therapy are
discussed.
Pain mechanisms can be divided into two general
types: peripheral and centraL They are classified with
respect to the nervoussystetn, such that peripheral
mechanisms are located outside theCNS, in the
nociceptors, peripheral nerves and nerve roots.
Central mechanisms are located inside theCNS.
The main aim of this paper is to introduce central pain
mechanisms and how they can be treated clinically by
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manual therapists. To illustrate their significance, it is
necessary to follow pain through its stages of
production and discuss two pain paradigms.
The structure based (nociceptive)
approach
This model relies on the Cartesian proposal that there
exists a fixed line labelled system designed
specifically for pain that extends from the tissues in
the body to the brain and is highly organised and
specific to each musculoskeletal structure. Activation
of its termillal nerves evokes a train of impulses
which eventually activate a pain centre in the cerebral
cortex whose activity is responsible for, and
represents, the person"s pain. The corollary is that
there should be close relationships between the state
of the abnormal structure and the pain., ie pain equals
injury, pathology or malfunction. Also, pain can come
only from a damaged or pathological structure. Next
is the notion that treatment should always be directed
at the abnormal part to improve its function and
relieve the pain. If the painful part houses no
pathological process to explain the problem, the
patient has a mental disorder and should seek
psychological help, which has nothing to do with
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Figure 1. The afferent (nociceptive) approach to treatment
of musculoskeletal pain. The part which houses the
pathological process is treated with the view of reducing the
entrance of nociceptive impulses into theCNS, thereby
reducing activity in the thalamus and pain centre. This is
based on the proposal that the pain system is line-labelled
and hard-wired and is no longer current.
manual therapy. Much of physiotherapy uses this
model on which to base the treatment of pain (Figure
1). Clearly this peripheralist model is incorrect
If pain is analysed through its stages of production, it
is clear why this approach sometimes fails and the
need for new treatment approaches in manual therapy,
which account for more of the relevant mechanisms,
becomes apparent
Overview of pain mechanisms
Being relatively free of pain is necessary for any
person to lead a fulfilling life. For this to happen,
several processes must occur: receive information;
process that information and decide on its
importance; and execute an appropriate response so
as to produce a successful outcome. In order to
execute these functions, the nervous system provides
the necessary functional elements,namely: input
systems (sensory or afferent); processing (eNS); and
output systems (efferent) (Figure 2). What follows is
a brief mechanistic break-down of pain through its
stages of production, particularly the central
mechanisms, so that a new rationale on which to base
treatment can best be understood.
Input (afferent) mechanisms Sensory receptors for
stimuli to exert afferent effects on the CNS exist in
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Figure 2. Processes involved in the generation of pain and
musculoskeletal problems. 1. Input-through a. tissue based
stimuli and b.environmental stimuli. Receptors for the
tissues consist ofnociceptors and proprioceptors and whilst
the eyes and ears are those for environmental stimuli. 2.
Processing in the CNS occurs in order to decide on the
importance and coordination of responses. 3. Output - to
a. tissues and b. environment This system constitutes a
feedback process which the manual therapist·can influence
by behavioural analysis and changing processing through
both tissue based and environmental (psychosocial) inputs.
the form of chemoreceptors, proprioceptors and
nociceptors. These are receptors for stimuli to, or in,
the tissues and they relay information about
nociceptive problems; such as inflammation,
degeneration, pathomechanics and peripheral
neuropathic disorders. Often ignored in manual
therapy.are the primary senses of vision and hearing.
Generally, a distinction can be made between
different types of stimuli: tissue based (egnociceptive
or proprioceptive) and environmental (social or
psychological) (Figure 2). Both tissue and
environmental types of mechanisms can affect pain,
its physical correlates and related disability.
Clinically, the delivery of a physical stimulus is
always associated with the simultaneous delivery of
the environmental type through social
communication. The implication is that, through
behavioural analysis and afferent input, manual
therapy co-utilises physical and psychological
mechanisms. A key reason for distinguishing between
tissue based and environmental stimuli is that the
clinician can then use a formal decision-making
process for deciding on the relative importance of
hands on and hands off treatment
Central processing Afferent input evokes responses
in theCNS where, at a synaptic level, excitatory and
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phenomenon called endogenous analgesia, or pain
control from within (Figure 3). It has both tonic and
phasic components whereby activity in certain brain
sites can either reduce or increase nociceptive activity
in the dorsal hom. To elaborate, activity in the
cerebral cortex and other parts of the brain can evoke
activity in the spinal cord ends ofnociceptive afferent
fibres that have entered the cord from the body
(Carpenter etal1963, Martin et al 1979) and this can
alter the thresholds and firing patterns of the
peripheral nociceptiveneurones. This means that the
brain controls afferent nociception. Central
mechanisms enable higher brain functions to
influence pain and area prime cause of the variation
in pain between individuals. At the core of central
mechanisms are neuroplasticity, conditioning and
leamingwhichoccur with both tissue based and
environmental inputs.
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Figure 3"Processing related to endogenous pain control.
Afferent input is facilitated or inhibited at the dorsal horn by
tonic and phasic descending influences from brain sites
such as the periaquaductal gray, nucleus raphe magnus
and cerebral cortex. Motor and autonomic systems are
intimately associated with these sensory mechanisms. The
brain regulates its own input.
inhibitory influences are constantly balanced and
gated. Synaptic mechanisms include neuroplasticity,
conditioning and memory which profoundly
influence the experience of pain and are crucially
important to manual therapists. The CNScan process
nociception at many levels, including the spinal cord,
brain stem, thalamus, limbic system,hypothalamus,
cerebellum, basal ganglia and cerebral cortex. Pain
pathways are nat necessarily the same between
individuals (Noordenbos and Wall 1976) and no
single pathway or centre in thebrain.exists for the
processing of pain. Instead,processing occurs in
meshes of nerve fibres whose functions vary and are
integrated with other domains such as attention,
emotion, memory, cognition, motor control,
autonomic function and general behaviour.
The brain controls its own input through the actions
of neurones that project downward from the brain to
the dorsal hom (Melzack and Wall 1965, Wall 1967).
Stimulation of various brain sites activates these
descendingneurones which can prevent pain ev.en in
the presence of injury (Reynolds 1969). This is
known as descending control and is part of the
Output (efferent) mechanisms Output mechanisms
are the means by which the eNS regulates the
mechanics and physiology of the musculoskeletal
system. Control by the eNS involves movement,
inflammation and even nociception.The output
mechanisms are also the means by which the
individual expresses in the body higher brain
functions such as emotion and thought. For instance,
not only may inflammation cause pain but so may
pain cause inflammation. Just as the afferent system
can be distinguished by its interactions with the
tissues and environment, so can the output systems.
In the tissues, mechanics and physiology are
regulated by the motor, autonomic andneuroimmune
connections to promote healing and reduce pain.
However, changes in eNS function (physical or
psychological) can make these mechanisms go awry.
Muscle spasm, antalgic movements and changes in
posture, .which can become maladaptive and ·cause
pain and dysfunction, are controlled by the motor
part. Inflammation is regulated by the autonomic and
immune systems (Levineet al 1986aand 1986b) and
even the efferent component of nociceptor function
(Levine et al 1984, Pinter andSzolcanyi 1988). For
instance, patients with rheumatoid arthritis, which is
normally a symmetrical disease, can experience
remission of their swollen joints on the side
subsequently affected by a stroke (Thompson and
Bywaters 1962). Other lesions in the brain and spinal
cord cause changes in the inflammatory process in the
area innervated by the damaged central·nerves in both
animals and humans (Courtright and Kuzell 1965,
Glick 1967, Glyn and Clayton 1976, Reed et a1 1961).
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In cases of peripheral neuropathy, the sympathetic
nerves, which are part of the output system and are
driven by the eNS, can activate nociceptive nerve
fibres, paving the way for central changes to evoke
pain from somatic tissues (Roberts and Elardo 1985,
Sato and Perl ,1991). Psychophysiological changes
may thep affect afferent mechanisms through the
sympathetic nervous system.
The above means that, through efferent mechanisms,
the CNS organises and regulates the key pathological
processes encountered by manual therapists (Korr
1976).. Clearly manual approaches designed to reduce
peripheral nociception have utilised modification of
central functions, for instance improving motor
controL In addition to these approaches, activation of
tissue healing can include the use of cognitive-
behavioural methods integrated with manual
techniques.
Environmental parts of output utilise language, non-
verbal communication, posturing, facial expression
and social interactions. Anger, fear, pain avoidance
and illness behaviour are some expressions of, and
responses to, pain and .injury. They are essentially the
behavioural correlates of pain. Actingsirnultaneously
with the tissue based functions, they are designed to
protect, display and seek help.
Pain is an experience localised to the individual, so it
can not actually be measured. Rather, the expression
of pain, its behavioural/efferent correlates, are what
the therapist encounters.
This brief overview of pain provides a basis for
manual therapists to assess and treat pain with respect
to its mechanisms of production. As will be seen,
more components of the pain problem can then be
dealt with in this second approach than by the first.
Neurop,lasticity and the
dynamism of pain
Although neurones in the eNS form synapses and
pathways that .are frequently dedicated to specific
functions, pain mechanisms are not hard wired or
fixed. Instead they are soft wired or plastic, changing
according to previous and current input and intrinsic
factors. Neuroplasticity is the changing of these
pathways and can produce pathological pain (for
review see Coderreet a1 1993). This is analogous to
motor learning when brain areas that control anew
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procedure are reorganised by taking up a greater area
of representation and firing more easily than before
(Kami eta1 1995). It is due to increased effectiveness
of 'the synapses in regions that were not initially
involved in the newly learned action. In
neuroplasticity, neurones take up new functions. This
is crucial in understanding pain because the CNS,as
the most complex learning system known, is the main
reason for pain being so complex and multifactorial.
Afferent input evokes plastic changes in theCNS. For
instance, repeated upper limb movement and spinal
manipulation (forms of proprioceptive input) evoke
alterations in the brain's representation of body parts
(Byl et al 1996, Carrick 1997). This also occurs in
cases of spinal pain in which the brain site that
represents the problem expands in area (Flor et al
1997). The type of musculoskeletal problem has not
been correlated with chronicity of pain, however the
degree, of central plasticity has (Flor et al 1997).
Pathological pain and many of its physical correlates
are products of neuroplasticity in the CNS.
Environmental stimuli that can trigger neuroplastic
responses come in the form of social messages and
contexts, particularly through sound and sight. For
example,paincan vary according to ·what situation
the percipient is in and whether stressful events are
personally relevant (Floret al 1992), even at a
sporting level where the type of sport affects the
anatomical.site ofconditioned hypoalgesia (Sternberg
et al 1998). Due to the plasticity of the nervous
system, somatic events become embodied in
psychophysiological mechanisms to complicate the
pain problem.
Neuroplasticity links pain to learning. In connection
with learning generally, neuroplasticity provides the
person with great flexibility. Such things as
adaptability, intelligence, creativity and recovery
from injury are all products of a plastic and flexible
learning system. Neuroplasticity appears good.
However, the bad side is that it is also involved in the
generation of abnonnal pain. It is the mechanism by
which pain and its physical and behavioural correlates
become memorised, learned, dynamic and individual.
Central changes and control of pain
by descending influences
Central sensitisation is increased sensitivity of eNS
nociceptive neurones that receive sensory
Australian Journal of Physiotherapy 1999 Vol. 45
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Table 1. Key points about pain and central mechanisms.
A fixed line labelled system from the tissues toa pain
centre in the brain does not .exist. Pain pathways are
individual and dynamic.
The brain controls its own input.
Pain and injury are not the same thing.
Pain can be triggered from normal tissues (secondary
hyperalgesia). This is not necessarily psychogenic
pain.
Pain is an ·individualexperience, is always influenced
by psychological and physical factors and has a learned
component
Pain can be unlearned, producing physical changes in
the CNS and musculoskeletal tissues.
Plasticity
Noe
:;.,...--:
;;..-.~Silent sy.napse
- . PROP PROP 2°
PROP Noe PROP
Figure 4. Sensory processing in the dorsal horn. A. Normal
state and B. Abnormal state. Both diagrams have
peripheral and central proprioceptors {PROP) and
nociceptors (NOC). The peripheral ones are on the right
sides and the central ones point to the brain. A. Normal
state - the synapse between the peripheral ·proprioceptor
and central nociceptor is silent.B.Abnormal state - with
noxious input, the synapse between the peripheral
proprioceptor and central nociceptor awakens (sensitised),
giving the peripheral proprioceptor novel access to the
central nociceptor. This causes the CNS to encode
proprioception as painful. 1° is the area of primary
hyperalgesia (damaged site) and 2° is the area of
secondary hyperalgesia in which pain may be evoked from
normal tissues. ·This is not psychogenic pain.
information from the body. At the dorsal hom,
proprioceptive neurones from the periphery converge
onto central nociceptiveneurones {Schaible et al
1987), providing the former with the capability to
activate the latter. Normally, activity between them is
insignificant. However, through changes in afferent
input, inflammation and nerve damage trigger a new
sensitivity in central nociceptive neurones (Gracely et
al 1992, Torebjork et al 1992), making these neurones
respond to peripheral proprioceptive input from
normal tissues located adjacent to, and far removed
from, the damaged tissues (for review see Dubner and
Basbaum 1994, Hoheisel and Mense 1989). This is
neuroplasticity in action and, clinically, it means that
mechanical pain may then be triggered from a normal
structure. Pain of this kind is termed secondary
hyperalgesia and complicates mechanical diagnosis
(Figure 4). Spinal cord areas that ·innervate similar
structures·on the side contralateral·to the damaged site
can also become involved, possibly causing pain to
appear in the same structure on the opposite side of
the body (Schaible et al 1987). Mechanical triggers in
some situations then evoke pain secondary to injury
but it is due to processing changes in theCNS, not in
nociceptors (LaMotteet al 1991). In fact, in humans,
activity in nociceptors does not necessarily cause pain
(Van Hees and Gybels 1981).
As mentioned, brain sites can controlnociception in
the dorsal horn via descending projections (for
review, see Fields and Basbaum 1994), such that pain
from damaged tissues can be abolished, inhibited or
facilitated by the brain. This is one of the ways
endogenous analgesia controls pain, linking it to
cognition and motivation. Through neuroplasticity,
not Qnly may hyperalgesia be conditioned or learned,
but so may it be unlearned (Harris et al 1995).
Learning occurs through afferent input from both
tissue based and environmental inputs which makes
manual therapy particularly important in the
treatment of pain and disability (for summary see
Table 1).
Social (environmental) effects on
central pain mechanisms
Psychosocial mechanisms can influence pain, for
example, poor working conditions, lack of job
satisfaction,conflict, external locus of control and
poor coping strategies, pain avoidance, lack of
acceptance of pain, personality factors and what the
percipient may gain, to name just a few. Nevertheless
a poignant example of interacting physical,
neurobiological and psychological mechanisms is
provided by the solicitous spouse (Flor et al 1987).
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Pain can vary according to who is in the room (Flor
and Birbaumer 1994). Illustrating this,pain threshold
and tolerance associated with a consistent physical
stimulus in chronic pain sufferers was measured with
and without the patient's spouse in the room. In those
who had a solicitous relationship with their spouse,
threshold and tolerance lowered when the spouse
entered the room. This did not occur in those who had
a non-solicitous relationship. The patient's
descriptions of pain correlated with changes in
electroencephalogram recordings, indicating the
physical component of the problem. It therefore is
vitally important that the therapist's behaviour is non-
solicitous.
Memory and conditioned responses
Some amputees experience phantom limb pain. Both
tissue based and environmental stimuli can evoke
these pains. Mechanical pressure applied to the hip or
abdomen can reproduce the pain of a past sprained
ankle in cases where the ankle has subsequently been
amputated (Katz and Melzack 1990). Stress and
watching a video recording of surgery toa limb can
also retrieve phantom pain which can last for many
days after the trigger (Hill et aI1996). These kinds of
events can also occur in cases of acute pain in the
absence of amputation {Knechtet al 1998}. Clearly,
because of its fundamental nature, manual therapy is
involved in these mechanisms where reproduction of
remembered pain occurs on two levels. First,
mechanical stimulation of the tissues may be what
reactivates the pain..The second is the bringing to
consciousness of pain through social interactions.
Even though the injured part is not actually being
touched or moved during the interaction, an array of
conditioned psychophysical responses can be
triggered. Low back pain is an example where mere
discussion of painful or stressful events can evoke
changes in spinal muscle activity in the region of
pain, and the response is specific only to the
individual's back problem (Floretal 1992).
Conditioned responses are expressions of central
function related to memory and, clearly, manual
therapy influences pain tlrrough environmental events
as well as those based in the tissues. Memory can be
modified by specific interventions (for review see
Schacter 1995) and it is possible to alter conditioned
responses (both physical and psychological) as part of
manual therapy directed at central mechanisms.
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Manual therapy triggers changes
in central mechanisms
Manual therapy evokes changes in processing at
many levels in theCNS.
The spinal cord receives input from afferent neurones
from the periphery that can control.pain. These long
range afferents (Wall 1994a and 1994b) converge
centrally and pass over many levels,providingcord
input well outside the populardermatomal and
myotomal distributions used in musculoskeletal
diagnosis. Analgesia produced by stimulation ofthese
neurones is called diffuse noxious inhibitory control
(LeBars et al 1979), a mechanism which could be
used deliberately in the mechanical treatment of pain
by treating areas of secondary hyperalgesia. This is
supported by the fact that TENS applied to areas of
secondary hyperalgesia, which stimulates
proprioceptors as does manual therapy, reduces the
pain (Sluka etal 1998).
Manual therapy also evokes changes in sympathetic
function (Satoand Swenson 1984) which may
subsequently alter pain through the sympathetic
nervous.system's ability to change afferent input. The
autonomic response is widespread, extends to
abdominal and thoracic viscera, joints and skin and
produces significant changes in blood flow
(Vicenzino 1995).
Manipulative techniques also evoke changes in the
brain's.representation of body areas, depending on
whether the ipsilateral or contralateral side is treated
(Carrick 1997). In the cerebral cortex, sensory
infonnation in response to passive movement is
processed differently from active movement (Lemon
et al 1976), showing that the two types of movement
may exert different gating effects on the brain.
Manipulation-induced analgesia involves systems
that descend from the brain onto the spinal cord
(Wright and Vicenzino 1995) and utilise
noradrenaline (Kuraishi et al 1983) and other non-
opioid (Zusman et al 1989) and opioid systems
(Vemonet al 1986).
Although it is clear that manual therapy activates
endogenous analgesiasystems,what remains to be
found is exactly what systems are mobilised, how the
whole response isco-ordinated in the individual,
whether the effects are consistent and how therapeutic
procedures can be made to influence pain more
effectively.
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Figure 5. Integration of central mechanisms into clinical
practice. Manual therapy operates on .both psychological
and physical dimensions of pain and it is possible to make
treatment more specific to both components.
Table 2. Central pain mechanisms and manual therapy.
Myths
Manual therapy operates only on peripheral
mechanisms.
Physical factors should be treated by physiotherapists
and psychological factors should be treated by
psychologists.
Truth
Manual therapy always influences central pain
mechanisms.
Central .mechanisms regulate peripheral mechanisms.
Manual therapists can reinforce pain and disability.
Central mechanisms should be assessed and treated
by manual therapists, even when the problem is
peripheral nociceptive.
Education and learning (motor and cognitive) are key
parts of treatment.
PAIN EXPERIENCE
Cognitvelintellec1ual
Affective/emotional
Behavioural - Learned
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OUTPUT
Expression (Physical &psychological)
INPUT
Consequent to alterations in central mechanisms· with
manual techniques are changes in motor output (Hall
1995aand 1995b). Alterations in subsequent input
through nociceptors and proprioceptors are likely.
Motor control,conditioning and learning then
become crucial links to manual treatment of pain and
disability. The achievement of spinal stability through
muscle control and the McConnell and Feldenkrais
approaches are examples of changing these central
functions to produce better musculoskeletal function
and less pain.
The learning and unlearning of
pain anddlsability
There is no doubt that pain is partly learned from
interactions between the percipient and the people
and events that surround musculoskeletal problems.
On a synaptic level, learning occurs with repeated
input which reinforces central patterns. In this
manner, any adequate relevant combination of
interactions, tissue based or environmental, could
evoke the learning of pain, or even hypoalgesia
(reduced pain). What is extremely important is that
hypoalgesia can be learned with the application of
conditioning protocols. The learned reduction in pain
is mediated by endogenous opioids .and the
neurochemical pathways in the CNS associated with
the learning actually become remodelled and show
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less nociceptive activity (Harriset al 1995) (for
review see Woolf 1997). Hence, pain and its physical
and behavioural correlates can be treated with both
tissue based and environmental learning approaches
to affect common mechanisms in the CNS. Manual
therapists can play an important role in the learning
and unlearning of pain and disability and this extends
,from physical treatment to how the therapist behaves
with the patient. In relation to the tissues,
physiotherapy modalities and manual therapy modify
conditioned responses by changing input. In relation
to the manner of the therapist (an environmental
factor), pain and its physical correlates can
inadvertently be taught, developing an iatrogenic
component (Loeser and Sullivan 1995). For instance,
behaving as if the problem is serious and giving it
undue attention could reinforce conditioned
responses which may be expressed in terms of pain
and physical dysfunctions. This may teach the
percipient that pain and disability are appropriate
forms of behaviour and reinforce factors that can
predispose to chronicity, for instance, pain avoidance,
somatic focus, disease conviction and abnormal
illness behaviour (Burton etal 1995, Waddell et al
1989). Conversely, education and the changing of
erroneous or unhealthy beliefs can become valuable
aims in the treatment of pain and disability,
remembering that these approaches can change the
conditioned physical responses as well as the
perception. ·Operant conditioning and behavioural
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approaches can be used as integral parts of clinical
practice. This is in line with Waddell (1996) and
Zusman (1998) who have said that physiotherapy
treatment of musculoskeletal problems needs to
address these factors in order to improve therapeutic
efficacy. For summary to this point, see Table 2.
Integration of central mechanisms
into treatment
Manual therapy tends to focus on one part of the pain
and disability problem, namely the structures
believed to be at fault. This is a tissue based afferent
approach which does not take into account many
other types of events that cause pain and disability. In
reality, the psychological and physical are always
parts of the same problem. They are linked by the
eNS and each can be used to influence each other.
The truth is that manual therapy operates on all levels
of the healing process.
Integration ·of central mechanisms has been discussed
in the physiotherapy literature (Gifford and Butler
1997, Harding and Williams 1995) but their
representation is sparse. What is important is that
treatment accommodates not just the brain and spinal
cord, but all relevant stages in which input,
processing and output mechanisms are integrated
with clinical reasoning. Each component as part of a
reasoning model can then be assessed and treated
with purpose (Figure 5). A focus on learning (eg
motor and cognitive) and conditioning processes
should be key aspects, with the understanding that
therapy must change the culpable mechanisms,
whether they be generated in the brain or the body.
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